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The fourth book in the CAHILLS VS. VESPERS series, the follow up to the worldwide bestseller

THE 39 CLUES.After pulling some spectacular heists, Amy and Dan have become two of Interpol's

most wanted criminals. So when Vesper One orders them to steal the world's largest diamond, they

know they're facing life in prison . . . or worse. But with the Cahill hostages still in peril, Amy and

Dan have no choice but to launch a mission that leads them to an ancient city full of dangerous

secrets. With a Vesper mole sabotaging the Madrigals from inside, Amy and Dan have to fulfill their

enemy's request before it's too late. Vesper One has developed a taste for killing Cahills, and Amy

and Dan aren't going to wait to see who's next.
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Praise for The 39 Clues  Featured on NBC's Today Show, Good Morning America, USA Today, The

New York Times, NPR's Morning Edition, Associated Press  "One blazing success." Ã¢â‚¬â€¢The

Huffington Post  "An interactive mystery...it's more than just a reading adventure." Ã¢â‚¬â€¢Boys'

Life  "This is a multi-media adventure where you also search for cluesÃ¢â‚¬â€¢in books, trading

cards and online. Get searching!" Ã¢â‚¬â€¢Girls' Life



Roland Smith first worked with animals at the Portland Zoo, and he has been involved in animal

rescues and conservation work around the world for more than twenty years. He is the author of

numerous books for young readers, including JACK'S RUN, ZACH'S LIE, CRYPTID HUNTERS,

PEAK, TENTACLES, and the Storm Runners series. He is also the co-author of numerous picture

books with his wife, Marie. Roland lives with Marie on a farm south of Portland, Oregon. You can

find him online at www.rolandsmith.com.

Let me put this into five paragraphs:1. The plot was... less of a 39 Clues book, per se. The ending,

without spoiling it, was shocking and awe-inspiring.2. Amy and Dan, more Dan himself, steps up

1000% and the fight for their lives vs the Vespers. more so over, the fact that Vesper One even told

them to go after the Jubilee even though they are on thin ice from Book One, is too much of an

immediate threat from the police.3. A family friend of theirs dies horribly (I won't tell you who.) And

Vesper Three is revealed. I enjoyed how Jake and Evan stepped up in this book in particular to help

the two teenage Cahill criminals.4. Really jaw-dropping in ways that you will be thoroughly enjoyed

by.5. Finally, the key word in this book is: "And Then There Were Four." Which you have to read to

find out what I mean by that.OBR (Overall Book Rating) 5/5 Stars

I am reading it aloud to a 11 year old. It is something I do even though he can read himself of

course. I am enjoying it as much as he is. Exciting, has historical facts about art work etc as well as

they travel all over the world getting artifacts, paintings etc for a "bad guy" named Vesper one, who

is holding people they care about hostage.. His older brother listens in and enjoys it as well. So far

all the Cahills vs Vespers books we have read have been a good read. I recommend them.

This is a wonderful book that shows how important family ties are in our world.The main characters

are very resourseful in how they are able to solve their mystery put before them by the Vespers.This

is one book I started and couldn't put down until I finished it. If you are a person who likes

adventure, travel and a story about family ties this is the one for you. I can't wait to see what

happens in the next book in the series.I have recommended both of the series to my students and

they enjoy them as well.

delighted seek gmail account and you can hide you have typed it was a little while ago and I don't

know what you doing today and tomorrow night at least I know that I'm a fan base in this from



happening to the baptist the first one was in the middle class is not be in touch when the time is your

I have no choice between two days cu go chm SvenRio Grande valley in my car to go

This book is AWESOME!!!!!!!.!!!!!!! I recommend this book to those who are looking for adventure

but I will put an age limit on it for several reasons

Very good book and it continue to impress me .I will finish this series of books because it's one of

my best one's.

When I bought this book on the Kindle, I was very excited. The last book was purely amazing, and I

wanted to read what was next! Anyway, this book went way below my expectations. Roland Smith

shouldn't write another 39 clues book again...The plot was really good I have to say- the action,

mystery. And don't forget the romance! Amy's romantic life gets a little tense! But, there wasn't

enough to keep you on the edge of the seat. There wasn't the "what's happening?" feeling.

I love this series! It blows my mind that this wonderful group of authors can seamlessly weave their

stories together without losing any of the original qualities. I wasn't going to start reading them, but

several of my students convinced me that I should, and now I am more hooked than they are on the

series! I'm always anxious to see what new adventure Dan and Amy are on and just how dastardly

the Vespers can be! Can't wait for the next one!
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